The fastest way from Hamburg Airport to Hamburg Messe exhibition centre (approx. 30 min.)

Buy your ticket from the HVV ticket machine - choose a Single Ticket for Greater Hamburg Area AB (€ 3.20)

To the West Entrance
• Take S1 at Hamburg Airport until Barmbek
• Change at Barmbek to U3 and get off at Sternschanze (Messe)

To the Central Entrance
• Take S1 at Hamburg Airport until Jungfernstieg
• Change at Jungfernstieg to U2 and get off at Messehallen

To the South Entrance
• Take S1 at Hamburg Airport until Jungfernstieg
• Change at Jungfernstieg to U2 and get off at Messehallen

To the East Entrance
• Take S1 at Hamburg Airport until Hauptbahnhof
• Change at Hauptbahnhof to S11 or S21 or S31 and get off at Dammtor (Messe/CCH)

Use also our free SMM shuttles between the halls, to the car parks and our partner hotels.
smm-hamburg.com/shuttle
The fastest way from Hamburg Messe exhibition centre to Hamburg Airport (approx. 30 min.)

Buy your ticket from the HVV ticket machine – choose a Single Ticket for Greater Hamburg Area AB (€ 3.20)

From the West Entrance
• Take U3 at Sternschanze (Messe) until Barmbek
• Change at Barmbek to S1 and get off at Hamburg Airport

From the Central Entrance
• Take U2 at Messehallen until Jungfernstieg
• Change at Jungfernstieg to S1 and get off at Hamburg Airport

From the South Entrance
• Take U2 at Messehallen until Jungfernstieg
• Change at Jungfernstieg to S1 and get off at Hamburg Airport

From the East Entrance
• Take S11 or S21 or S31 at Dammtor (Messe/CCH) until Hauptbahnhof
• Change at Hauptbahnhof to S1 and get off at Hamburg Airport